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wisdom of His Majesty, Sultan Haitham

Bin Tarik.
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Hello, I am Ahmed. I am in Grade 5. This is a picture of me and my friends. 

I’m very good at English, and I like reading English stories. I don’t like playing 

too many computer games because it is bad for your health.

Fahad likes geography. He travels a lot with his family and he enjoys learning 

about different countries. 

My friend Ali likes sport. He loves playing football. He plays every day and he is 

on the school football team. Our friend Nasser hates sport. But he is very good  

at Maths. He likes working with numbers.

Sami loves science. He enjoys doing experiments. He also likes drawing, but he  

is not very good. Salim likes making model cars and rockets. He doesn’t like 

drawing.
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playing chess riding a bike drawing

playing volleyball making model rockets fishing

watching TV playing computer games doing karate
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Hi! I’m Waqas. I’m 11 years old. I’m from Oman. 

My hobby is making models. In my free time,  

I like making model planes. It’s fun, but it 

takes a lot of time. I have to make sure 

every piece is in the right place. I don’t like 

losing a piece because I can’t complete the model.

Hello! I’m Jane. I’m 12 years old. I’m from the UK. 

In my free time, I like making jewellery. It’s  

wonderful. I enjoy making rings, necklaces and 

bracelets. I love using different colours such as 

blue, red and green. I hate making jewellery in one 

colour because it looks boring. Yesterday, I made  

a necklace for my sister for her birthday.
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I’m thinking of a boy. 
Guess who?

No, he doesn’t

It’s Hani.

Does he like doing karate?

Does he like drawing?

No, he doesn’t

Does he like playing 
computer games?

My best friend, Lamees likes playing   

volleyball and so do I. Haneen doesn’t like 

drawing and neither does Samar. .....

Yes, he does. 
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Do you like 
taking

photographs?

Do you like 
playing 

volleyball?

No, I don’t.

I don’t mind 
taking 

photographs.

Do you like 
listening to 

music?

Yes, I do.

Do you like 
reading 
comics?

Yes, I do.
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  Ahmed is walking to school__             

  Is this your pencil__

  I’m playing in the garden__ 

  Do you enjoy windsurfing__

  Where is my balloon__

  It is raining today__

 I love lyapgin tennis with my friends. 

 My favourite colour is renge. 

 Do you like gogin to the cinema?

 My brother is very good at ngEilhs. 

 I go to ohocls by bus.
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What do you like doing in your free time?

I like doing karate.

Really? That’s interesting. When do you practise karate?

I go to karate class on Sunday and Tuesday every week.

Do you have any other hobbies?

Yes. I like collecting coins. I have a big coin collection.

Really? I would like to see it some time.

Sure. I can show you one day.

11
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This is my friend Hiba. She is 11 years 

old. She is tall and slim. She has two 

brothers and three sisters. 

She likes ice skating. At the weekend, 

she goes to the ice skating rink with 

her sisters. 

Hiba loves cooking. She sometimes 

cooks dinner for her family.

She also likes making cards. She 

makes birthday cards for her friends. 

10
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What do you like doing in your free time?

I like doing karate.

Really? That’s interesting. When do you practise karate?

I go to karate class on Sunday and Tuesday every week.

Do you have any other hobbies?

Yes. I like collecting coins. I have a big coin collection.

Really? I would like to see it some time.

Sure. I can show you one day.
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rock climbing cycling making models
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 It was the first day of the summer holidays. Ben woke up late. He felt very happy.

‘Great!’ he thought. ‘I can play computer games every day.’  

 Ben went downstairs. His mum and dad were having breakfast. 

‘You’re going to Summer Camp tomorrow,’ said his dad. 

‘But dad,’ said Ben, ‘I don’t want to go to summer camp.’

‘You can’t stay in your room and play computer games all day,’ said his mum. 

‘But, mum,’ said Ben, ‘I like computer games.’ 

‘Don’t worry, Ben,’ said his dad. ‘Summer Camp will be fun. Go and pack.’                                                        

 The camp was in a forest by a beautiful lake. 

‘Hello, Ben,’ said a man. ‘Welcome to Summer Camp. I’m Jim, the camp leader.’

‘Do you have any computers here?’ asked Ben.

‘No,’ said Jim. ‘Oh,’ said Ben.‘Goodbye, Ben,’ said Ben’s dad. ‘Have fun.’

 Next morning, Ben got up late. The other children were already at breakfast.  

There was no place for Ben, so he sat at Jim’s table. Ben’s favourite foods were chips, 

pizza and ice cream. But the food at the camp was very healthy, with lots of fruit 

and vegetables. 

 Every day, the children did different activities.  

On Monday, they went cycling. But Ben fell and hurt his leg. 

On Tuesday, they went hiking in the forest. But Ben got lost. 

On Wednesday, it was raining. ‘Today, we’re going to make a model,’ said Jim. ‘There 

will be a prize for the best model.’

 Ben was in a group with three other boys. None of the boys were interested in 

making models. Suddenly, Ben remembered his favourite computer game. It was 

about a fort.

‘How about making a model of a fort?’ he asked the boys.

 Ben showed the boys how to make the model. It was the best model.

‘Well done, boys,’ said Jim. 

‘You’ve won first prize.’

‘That’s great!’ said the boys.  

‘What is it?’

Jim gave the boys their prize.

‘Wow!’ said Ben. ‘A computer game!
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15

Fruit and vegetables contain lots of 

vitamins and minerals, which help 

keep our bodies healthy. You should 

eat 5-7 servings a day of fruit and 

vegetables, and it is important to eat 

lots of different types.

Carbohydrates give us energy and contain lots of nutrients. Some carbohydrates are 

good for you. They are found in foods like potatoes, bread, rice and pasta. But  

carbohydrates with a lot of sugar like cakes, biscuits and chocolate are bad for you.  

Sugar is bad for your teeth and can make you fat. You should eat 3-5 servings per 

day of carbohydrates.

Protein gives you energy and helps 

you grow. There is protein in meat, 

fish, eggs and nuts, and also in some 

dairy products like cheese and milk. 

Protein is good for you. It helps build 

parts of the body, especially muscles 

and bones. You should eat 2-3  

servings per day.

Fat can be found in foods like oil,  

butter, cheese, chocolate, cake and 

ice cream. We should only eat a 

small amount of fat per day. Some 

fats are ‘healthy fats’ for example 

fat found in oil or fish. Eating too 

much fat, even healthy fat is bad  

for you. 

Dairy is found in foods like milk, 

cheese and yoghurt. It contains 

calcium which helps keep your bones 

strong. You should eat 2-3 servings 

of dairy a day.
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Yes, they are.

Yes, it is.

No, they aren’t.

No, it isn’t.

Is ............ good for you?

Sweets are bad for you. Fish is good for you.

Are ............. good for you?
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Are cakes good for you?
Is lots of chocolate 

good for you?

Yes, they are.

No, they aren’t. No, it isn’t.

Yes, it is.

Are apples  
good for you?

Is fish good 
for you?
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one tomato two tomatoes.

one kangaroo two kangaroos.
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Last week, I tried to eat healthy food. On Sunday, for ( )                            I ate eggs  

and brown toast. For lunch on Monday, I ate a ( )    sandwich and 

an apple. I ate salad ( )         times this week, on ( )  

and Monday. I also tried to eat lots of vegetables like peas, ( )   

and broccoli with my dinner. Instead of eating chocolate and crisps, I ate healthy 

snacks like ( ) , nuts and cheese. I only drank ( ) 

can of cola. I think I ate balanced diet last week.
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For my healthy lunch box today, I made a chicken 

salad with lettuce, tomatoes and cucumber. There is 

some rice to eat with the salad. There is an apple and 

there are some grapes. There are some nuts for  

a snack and a small pot of yoghurt.

my healthy lunch box today, I made a chicken
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The Star Tower is taller than the Moon Tower, but the Sun Tower is the tallest.
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What is the  
longest river in  

the world? 

The River Nile is  
the longest river in  

the world.

Elephants are heavier than giraffes, but giraffes 

are taller than elephants. Giraffes are the tallest 

animals in the world.
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big long large tall high small        short
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–

–  

    dirty   thin    happy     sad

Mount kilimanjaro is in tanzania. It is the highst 

moantan in Africa. it is usually hot at the bottom,  

but there is lots of snow at the top

thinner the    thinnest   
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kilogrammes              bigger than               heaviest        metres 
                      tallest           kilometres

Monkeys are shorter than giraffes.

In the summer, I went to Tanzania with my family. We went on safari. The safari 

park was 200    from the airport. On the first day, I walked 

through the safari park. I saw monkeys and chimpanzees climbing the trees. The 

chimpanzees were the monkeys. On the second day, I rode 

an elephant. We saw a giraffe. It was the   animal I have 

ever seen! On the third day, we saw lots of lions. They were the scariest animals 

I saw. The guide told us that lions weigh 120-190 . But 

elephants are the animals in the park, they can weigh up 

to 7,000  kilogrammes. On the fourth day, I went on a hot air balloon ride. It was 

amazing! We were 450 high. It was a wonderful trip!
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Mount kilimanjaro is in tanzania. It is the highst 

moantan in Africa. it is usually hot at the bottom,  

but there is lots of snow at the top

thinner the    thinnest   
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Today, many people love to go on cruises, or holidays on large ships.  

A cruise is a wonderful way to explore our world.  

About 15 million people go on cruise holidays every year.

The Viking Sun
The Viking Sun is a very special cruise ship. Some cruise ships 

are very large, and can carry thousands of passengers. But the 

Viking Sun can carry only 930 passengers. Because it is smaller 

than other ships, it can go close to the land, so that passengers 

can easily walk from the ship to visit places of interest.

The Viking Sun has a beautiful design. It has several  

restaurants and cafes, two swimming pools, a sports deck, a spa, 

one main theatre and two movie theatres. There are very  

different kinds of staterooms, the rooms where the passengers sleep.

The World Cruise

A world cruise on the Viking Sun lasts for 141 days. It goes from Miami, on the east 

coast of the USA, to London. However, for a shorter cruise of 121 days, passengers can 

join the ship at Los Angeles, on the west coast of the USA. 

The Viking Sun visits many exciting places around the world. For example, on Day 57 

of the 141-day world cruise, the ship arrives in Sydney, Australia, for two nights. On Day 

83, it arrives in Shanghai, China, and on Day 101, it reaches Singapore. On Day 116, the 

Viking Sun arrives in Muscat. Here, passengers get off and take a city tour, visiting the 

Grand Mosque and other interesting places. On Day 141, the ship arrives in London.

Activities on the Cruise
There are many interesting and different activities on this wonderful cruise. In every 

country, you can visit famous places, such as the Taj Mahal in India and the Opera 

House in Sydney. But there are more interesting activities too. For example, you can take 

a tour of a chocolate factory or a car factory. You can go with the ship’s chef to do food 

shopping at a local market. On the ship, you can enjoy listening to talks, watching  

movies or doing sports.
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What do you think (Ali)?
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 paper   mobile phone

I think that ...
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William lived in a small village in Malawi, in Africa.

 In 2002, when William was fifteen, there was no rain in William’s village for months 

and months. William’s father was a farmer. All his crops died and William’s family had no 

money. They only had enough food for one meal a day.

 ‘How can I help my family and my village?’ thought William sadly.

 But William’s village had plenty of one 

thing. Wind. And wind was free.

 William stopped going to school because 

his family could not afford the $80 school 

fees. So every day, he went to the library.  

One day, he found a book with photos of 

windmills. 

 ‘Perhaps I can build a windmill too,’ he 

thought. ‘Then I can use the wind to make 

electricity.’

Building the windmill

 William learned to build a windmill,  

using the pictures in the book. He collected wood for the windmill’s tower. He went to  

junkyards, places where people took old things they didn’t want. He found parts of old 

bicycles, plastic pipes and car batteries. He used all these things for his windmill.

 Everyone in his village laughed at William. Even his mother and sister thought he was 

mad.

 ‘Crazy boy,’ they said. 

 William took three months to build his windmill. At last it was ready. He turned on a 

switch and it started to work. William was very happy. Nobody thought he was crazy any 

more.

 In 2008, William became a student at a top school in South Africa. He has travelled 

to many places in the world to give talks about his windmill. He saw his first windmil in 

California, in the USA.  

A journalist wrote a book about William. 

It was called The Boy Who Caught the Wind.
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I love them. 
They’re interesting 
and fun. What 
about you?
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Yes, they will.

In 100 years, will 
people travel in 
space?
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There will be flying cars.

Schools will have more technology. Cars will talk to each other.

People won’t work in offices.

People won’t use paper, only computers.

Robots will do everything for us.

People will have holidays in space.

Robots will teach some lessons.

won’t workwill be
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Where do you 
sleep?

The International Space Station (ISS) is a huge satellite which was made 

by human beings. It travels around the Earth at a height of 408 kms and a 

speed of over 26,000 kms an hour. It goes around the Earth sixteen  

times every day. It is very bright, so we can easily see it from Earth. Sixteen 

countries, including the USA, Russia, Japan, Canada and many member 

countries of the European Space Agency (ESA) worked together to build 

the ISS. Astronauts live and work there. They do experiments and find out 

many important things about space.

How do you 
brush your teeth?
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3D printers can print many things. Homes of the future 

will have 3D food printers in their kitchens. Yes, that’s 

right, machines to print your food! Do you ever feel hungry, 

but you don’t have time to cook a meal? 

The 3D food printer will print pizzas, burgers, and sweet  

foods like biscuits and cakes. You choose what kind of meal 

you want. Then you select it by pressing a button on the 

touchscreen on the front. Next, you add the ingredients, and 

press PRINT. The machine will prepare your food and print it. 

It will be ready to eat straightaway!

I want a house with 
a robot that does all 
the cooking.

I want a house where 
I can watch football 
in every room.

I want a house that 
cleans itself.

I want a house where I 
can control everything 
with my voice.
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was Professor Cool? An inventor.

  did Jim see in the room? A strange machine.

  did the machine work? You sat on the machine   

  and pulled a lever.

  lever did the Professor pull? The one on the right.

  did the Professor leave? Last week.

   did the Professor go? Maybe he travelled into  

  the future.
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Last week, my friend Professor Cool, called me. He sounded very excited.

 ‘Hello, Jim,’ he said. ‘Please come to my house tonight. I want to show you my 

new invention.’ 

Professor Cool is an inventor. So his house is full of interesting machines.

When I arrived at the Professor’s house, he took me to his laboratory.  

I saw a strange machine there. It was a mixture 

of a car, a bicycle and a small plane. In the  

middle, there was a seat like a pilot’s seat. 

 ‘What’s that?’ I asked in surprise.

 ‘It’s a Time Machine,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘I invented it.’

 ‘A Time Machine!’ I said. ‘What can it do?’

 ‘It’s a machine that can travel through time,’ 

replied the Professor.

 ‘But how is that possible?’ I asked.

 ‘People can travel through space,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘So why can’t we travel through time?’

The Professor sat on the machine, in the pilot’s seat. He showed me two levers,  

one on each side.

 ‘Look,’ he said. ‘The lever on the right will take the machine into the future.  

 The lever on the left will take it into the past. Last week, I travelled into the  

 past. Now I want to travel into the future.’

The Professor started the Time Machine. It made a low soft noise, like a car engine.  

In front of the pilot’s seat, there were clocks with numbers and dates.

 ‘I’m going to travel to the year 5018,’ said the Professor. ‘Goodbye!’

The Professor turned one of the clocks to 5018. He pulled the lever on the right.  

The noise of the machine got louder and louder. The wheels turned round faster 

and faster. The room was turning round too. My head hurt and I closed my eyes. 

Suddenly everything was quiet. I opened my eyes again. Then I had a big shock.  

The room was empty. There was no Professor and no Time Machine.

That happened a week ago.          

The Professor has still not returned.         

Where did he go?

of intereresestititingngng mmmmmaacacacacacchihihiihineneenenessss.s.

me tototo hhhhisiis ll bababorororatatatatattororrororororryyy.y.y.y.y.yy  

fessor

60
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 The lever on the left will take it into the past. Last week, I travelled into the  

 past. Now I want to travel into the future.’

The Professor started the Time Machine. It made a low soft noise, like a car engine.  

In front of the pilot’s seat, there were clocks with numbers and dates.

 ‘I’m going to travel to the year 5018,’ said the Professor. ‘Goodbye!’

The Professor turned one of the clocks to 5018. He pulled the lever on the right.  

The noise of the machine got louder and louder. The wheels turned round faster 

and faster. The room was turning round too. My head hurt and I closed my eyes. 

Suddenly everything was quiet. I opened my eyes again. Then I had a big shock.  

The room was empty. There was no Professor and no Time Machine.

That happened a week ago.          

The Professor has still not returned.         

Where did he go?
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of a car, a bicycle and a small plane. In the  

middle, there was a seat like a pilot’s seat. 

 ‘What’s that?’ I asked in surprise.

 ‘It’s a Time Machine,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘I invented it.’

 ‘A Time Machine!’ I said. ‘What can it do?’

 ‘It’s a machine that can travel through time,’ 

replied the Professor.

 ‘But how is that possible?’ I asked.

 ‘People can travel through space,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘So why can’t we travel through time?’
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was Professor Cool? An inventor.

  did Jim see in the room? A strange machine.

  did the machine work? You sat on the machine   

  and pulled a lever.

  lever did the Professor pull? The one on the right.

  did the Professor leave? Last week.

   did the Professor go? Maybe he travelled into  

  the future.
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Last week, my friend Professor Cool, called me. He sounded very excited.

 ‘Hello, Jim,’ he said. ‘Please come to my house tonight. I want to show you my 

new invention.’ 

Professor Cool is an inventor. So his house is full of interesting machines.

When I arrived at the Professor’s house, he took me to his laboratory.  

I saw a strange machine there. It was a mixture 

of a car, a bicycle and a small plane. In the  

middle, there was a seat like a pilot’s seat. 

 ‘What’s that?’ I asked in surprise.

 ‘It’s a Time Machine,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘I invented it.’

 ‘A Time Machine!’ I said. ‘What can it do?’

 ‘It’s a machine that can travel through time,’ 

replied the Professor.

 ‘But how is that possible?’ I asked.

 ‘People can travel through space,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘So why can’t we travel through time?’

The Professor sat on the machine, in the pilot’s seat. He showed me two levers,  

one on each side.

 ‘Look,’ he said. ‘The lever on the right will take the machine into the future.  

 The lever on the left will take it into the past. Last week, I travelled into the  

 past. Now I want to travel into the future.’

The Professor started the Time Machine. It made a low soft noise, like a car engine.  

In front of the pilot’s seat, there were clocks with numbers and dates.

 ‘I’m going to travel to the year 5018,’ said the Professor. ‘Goodbye!’

The Professor turned one of the clocks to 5018. He pulled the lever on the right.  

The noise of the machine got louder and louder. The wheels turned round faster 

and faster. The room was turning round too. My head hurt and I closed my eyes. 

Suddenly everything was quiet. I opened my eyes again. Then I had a big shock.  

The room was empty. There was no Professor and no Time Machine.

That happened a week ago.          

The Professor has still not returned.         

Where did he go?
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I saw a strange machine there. It was a mixture 

of a car, a bicycle and a small plane. In the  

middle, there was a seat like a pilot’s seat. 

 ‘What’s that?’ I asked in surprise.

 ‘It’s a Time Machine,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘I invented it.’

 ‘A Time Machine!’ I said. ‘What can it do?’

 ‘It’s a machine that can travel through time,’ 

replied the Professor.

 ‘But how is that possible?’ I asked.

 ‘People can travel through space,’ said the Professor.  

 ‘So why can’t we travel through time?’

The Professor sat on the machine, in the pilot’s seat. He showed me two levers,  
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bad

big

boring

clean

cold

cool

dangerous

dirty

exciting

fast

good

great

happy

healthy

heavy

high

holy

hot

important

interesting

large

long

nice

old

sad

scary

short

slow

small

strong

sweet

unhealthy

warm

wide

bigger / biggest

dirtier / dirtiest

faster / fastest

hairier / hairiest

heavier / heaviest

higher / highest

larger / largest

longer / longest

shorter / shortest

slower / slowest

smaller / smallest

stronger / strongest

taller / tallest

thinner / thinnest

wider / widest

adjective

alphabet

answer

apostrophe

capital letter

comma

comparative

contraction

double letter

full stop

gerund

irregular

noun

paragraph

past tense

plural

question

question mark

regular

sentence

singular

sound

spelling

superlative

syllable

verb

book

check

classroom

cross

draft

game

group

homework

Learning Resource 

Centre

match

pairs

plan

project

revise

school

story

tick
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answer 

ask  

build  

call  

change 

clean 

close  

collect 

come  

compare 

do  

draw 

drink 

eat  

enjoy 

exercise 

explore 

find  

finish 

fly  

go  

grow  

has  

hate  

help  

invent 

is  

like  

answered 

asked 

built 

called 

changed 

cleaned 

closed 

collected 

came 

compared 

did 

drew 

drank 

ate

enjoyed 

exercised 

explored 

found 

finished 

flew 

went 

grew 

had

hated 

helped 

invented 

was 

liked 

live  

listen 

look  

love  

make 

play  

rain  

read  

relax  

ride  

run  

say  

see  

sing  

sit  

start  

stop  

swim  

take  

thank 

travel 

use  

walk  

want 

wash 

watch 

wear  

work  

write  

lived 

listened 

looked 

loved 

made

played 

rained 

read 

relaxed 

rode 

ran 

said 

saw

sang 

sat 

started 

stopped 

swam 

took 

thanked 

travelled 

used 

walked 

wanted 

washed 

watched

wore

worked 

wrote
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America

Australia

China

Egypt

Holland

Japan

Jordan

Malaysia

Nigeria

Persia

Rwanda

Scotland

Spain

Tanzania

UAE

MEALS

breakfast

dinner

lunch

snack

FOOD

apple

banana

beef

bread

burger

butter

cake

carrot

cheese

chicken

cucumber

egg

fish

ice cream

lettuce

nuts

orange

pasta

pizza

potato

rice

sweets

tomato

yoghurt

DRINKS

cola

milk

orange juice

tea

water

carbohydrates

diary

fat

fruit 

protein

sugar

vegetables

bottle 

can 

carton

jar 

packet

tin

collecting coins

cooking

doing karate

drawing

fishing

listening to music

making cards

making jewellery

making models

playing basketball

playing board 

games

playing chess

playing computer 

games

playing football

playing volleyball

riding a bike

reading

shopping

skateboarding

swimming

taking photos

watching TV
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cat

cheetah

chimpanzee

crocodile

dog

dolphin

elephant

fly

frog

giraffe

hummingbird

kangaroo

lion

monkey

mouse

ostrich

whale

bag

board

book

calculator

chair

computer

cupboard

desk

glue

pen

pencil

pencil case

picture

poster

rubber

ruler

scissors

desktop

iPad 

keyboard 

laptop 

microchip 

modem 

monitor 

mouse 

network 

pointer 

printer 

tablet 

black

blue

brown

gold

green

grey

orange

pink

purple

red

silver

white

yellow
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app 

calculator 

calendar 

camera 

case 

charger 

e-mail 

headphone 

Internet 

keypad 

maps 

microphone 

mobile 

on-off button 

screen 

smartphone 

socket 

touchscreen

Arabic

Art

English

Maths

Science

astronaut

Earth

moon

planet 

satellite 

spaceship 

star

sun

How?

How long?

How many?

How much?

How often?

What?

When?

Where?

Which?

Who?

Whose?

Why?
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ENVIRONMENT 

desert

mountain

rainforest

river

safari park

waterfall 

COUNTRIES 

AND CITIES 

building

capital city

climate

country

flag

hotel

lake

language

mosque

population

tower

traffic

centimetres

height

gramme

kilogramme

kilometre

length

metre

aeroplane 

air conditioning 

bike 

biro  

CD player 

computer

cooker 

fridge 

globe

kite  

light bulb 

match 

mobile phone 

paper 

pencil 

radio 

robot 

sun clock 

telephone 

telescope 

television 

washing machine 

windmill
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